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Best man speech template word

The best man speech is usually the most anticipated of all wedding speeches – no pressure! If you have been commissioned to write a funny best man speech, read on for best man speech structure, examples, template ideas and advice to really win over your fellow wedding guests. Credit: iStock Best Man Speech Examples, Template
Ideas, Jokes, and Everything You Need to Know When it comes to your best man speech structure, here are some house rules we recommend you stick to... Have a killer opening line and introduce yourself as the best man Thank the other speakers (father-of-the-bride, groom, etc.) Make a joke about the groom, or tell a short, funny story
about him Compliment the bride Congratulate the happy couple Read messages from guests who couldn't do it, if there are any suggest a toast to the bride and groom Best man speech structure and ideas Best man speech opening lines First of all, get everyone's attention and set an amusing tone for your best man speech with a comic
opening line or icebreaker. This might be something funny about your own ordeal in the run-up to this speech, or a brief anecdote about the groom, who traditionally would have spoken just before you. Introduce yourself as best man Obviously the bride and groom know who you are, but introduce yourself to those who don't. This is a
great opportunity to give an insight into what it's like to be the best man, how it's an honor and pay some compliments to the bride and bridesmaids. Everything about how beautiful they look is a safe way to put the bride and her family at ease. Best man speech jokes Next, focus shamelessly on the groom and funny stories you have about
him. It's a nice idea to talk about your relationship with him, but remember to keep your best man's speech about the groom and not you, because it's his wedding day and the focus should always be on him. Speaking of the groom being the biggest part of your best man speech, so it's a great chance to build up comedy value and regale
the audience with funny anecdotes and funny asides about the groom. Like best man speech jokes, remember to throw in a few lines about what a good guy he is too! Wedding Day Once you have exhausted all your jokes and comedy material about you and the groom, you want to move on to the wedding day yourself. Highlight the effort
that has gone into today and make sure you pay special attention to the contribution of the bride's parents – after all, there is a decent chance that they paid for it! Focus on the bride now, turn your attention to the bride. Obviously you won't start poking fun at her, as the last thing you want to do is upset or embarrass her on her big day.
Instead, it is now time to say how beautiful she looks and how happy the groom is to have found her. Focus on the couple It may be the best man's job to make everyone laugh, but you need to have some serious notes to your speech as well. Now it's time to talk about how The bride and groom are like a couple, and how happy everyone
is to see them together. Here you may want to talk about love in general, or if you have a memory about the groom's first impression swearing of the bride, it is likely to make the audience cry, this is the time! The best man's toast End of best man speech is where you summarize everything that you have covered. This is a great time to
refer back to some previous jokes for a few more laughs, and you may want to leave your best jokes until now to ensure your speech ends on a happy note. Feel free to offer some advice to the happy couple, wish them all the best and ask the wedding guests to join you in raising a glass to the bride and groom... Best man speech
example Best man speech template For those who aren't even sure where to start, this failsafe best man speech template is a great way to get started. Ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls, I would like to say thank you to (the groom's name) for warming up the audience with his (short/kind) words about his new wife (bride's name) and
her bridesmaids. I was (shocked/honored/horrified) when (the groom) asked me to be his best man, but here I am. And where do I start? I first met (groom) when we were (at school / at university / working for the same company, etc), where everyone called him (stupid nickname - if not, make one up), and we immediately became the best
of friends. Since then, things have grown gradually (better/worse). We've been through a lot together, including (drinking/partying/holidaying/puberty), and most significantly of all, when we were (age) and (the groom) came in (funny anecdote). Things don't get better, when (years) later, he too (another funny anecdote). And of course it
was stag night, which - from what I remember - ended with (another funny anecdote). It was (years) ago, when (the groom) met (bride), who ended up being the (best/worst/we'll come back to you) thing that ever happened to him. After dating for (years), (the groom) finally picked up the courage to ask (bride) to marry him, and the rest is
history. So, I ask you all know to join me in a final toast to the future happiness of the bride and groom. To Mr. and Mrs. (surname); may their lives together bring them (much happiness and many children/much more happiness and many more children). Would you like to send us your own best man speech template? Get in touch! How to
make your best man speech funny Don't push yourself to turn into a stand-up comic overnight. The biggest mistake a best man can make with his speech is to imitate a favorite comedian or style speech to what they think will make wedding guests laugh. Avoid cheesy best man one-liners, unless you have a one-liner up your shirt sleeve
that is totally hilarious in the context of your speech. Just deliver your best man speech from the heart, offering real-life experiences with the groom, and your comic moments will evolve and shine through naturally. If you're going for a fun just make sure you deliver that punch line with clarity and don't anticipate laughter in your head, as
this always takes the edge off some great reveal. It will only be embarrassing if you laugh at your own jokes in front of the audience! For more information on how to make your best man speech fun, see our proven best man jokes here. Credit: iStock How long should a best man speech be? In general, a best man's speech should be held
to about five minutes or fewer. This is enough time to say something funny and meaningful, but not so long that your audience gets antsy. But of course, you should also tailor your best man speech length to the event. Best man speech structure tips Professional speechwriter and founder of Great Speech Writing, Lawrence Bernstein,
shares his tips on how to deliver a knock-out best man speech... Remember your audience don't write your speech for the boys at the bachelor party do. While some of your buddies may be in stitches as you tell the story of the groom's eyebrows shaved off as he slept in a Mallorcagolf buggy wearing his Spiderman outfit, the rest of the
guests are unlikely to be amused and you won't get the laughter you hope for. When you think of your best man speech structure, it is best to keep your material as universal as possible. Avoid standalone jokes This may sound strange; after all, this is the only speech where people expect jokes. But punch lines that fall flat can be a
nightmare for any speaker, and there are many ways to make people laugh without one. Keep it clean(ish) Avoid raw jokes, mention ex-girlfriends, anything that can offend guests and especially the bride! Best man speech has a reputation for being a little saucy, but it's easy to go too far. Don't judge a potential story or joke on whether
you think it's funny, but whether your audience will be offended by it. Choose a best man speech theme anecdotes and observations are important parts of many numbers, but they don't always link together naturally. Choosing a theme that binds everything together can help it flow, and an original and amusing theme is often the
difference between a decent speech and a large one. Stay separate It's tempting to focus your speech on your own relationship with the groom. But if you work too much, it may sound like narcissism and be very boring to everyone else. Keep best man numbers short Limit specific anecdotes to a maximum of two or three sentences each.
Keeping best man speeches short and witty will keep people's attention, and if a story doesn't work, you can move quickly on. READ MORE: Want more wedding information and inspiration? Just hit Like on our Wedding Ideas Facebook page, and follow on our @wimagazine Twitter account to join the conversation. Being a best man is a
position of extraordinary honor and responsibility. This is the only position that conveys how important you are to the groom and reflects the unique friendship between you and the It can be quite nerve-wracking to deliver the perfect best man speech that conveys all your feelings for your friend and his bride while being perfectly
appropriate at the moment. In fact, we've known that some people are under so much pressure when writing their best man speeches that they ended up committing some of the worst mistakes. We are here to your rescue with some of the best man speech templates! Read on for our easy to follow templates! The best way to put your
ideas on paper is to follow a set of template that can guide your thoughts and help you put together a perfectly framed speech. Here we have put together some simple and simple best man speech templates that you can refer to while writing down your speech. Best Man Speech Mall #1 1) Compliment the bride and groom, the ceremony,
etc. Start your speech with a compliment to the bride and groom or with a positive comment on the ceremony or anything else that you feel is worth referring to. It will add a touch of class to your speech. 2) Introduce yourself and explain how you met the groom, how long you have known the groom, etc. After the compliment, you should
introduce yourself to the guests with a brief introduction to your relationship with the groom. You can also throw in some details about how long you have known the groom, where you first met him, etc. Thank guests for being there and wedding party, family, and friends for making this wedding happen! Thanking the guests for taking the
time to attend the wedding is something that anyone who is close to the bride and groom should do. It would be a great integration into best man's speech and also convey your closeness with the family. Tell the story of how you and the groom met, a great inside story you and the groom share, what your first thoughts were when you met
the bride, etc. Follow up the introduction with an inside story about you and the groom. It could be about some experiences that you shared together in college or when you grew up together. You can also include some story about the bride if she is well known to you. Talk about how much the groom means to you and how his prevalence
in your life has affected you The story you tell about your experience with the groom can be followed with a heartfelt statement about how much value he has in your life and how much it means to you to have him as your friend or brother. Talk about the couple and your overall thoughts about them as a couple If you've spent some time
with the bride and groom together, you could definitely rake up some thoughts about what a beautiful couple they do or how perfect they are for each other. Talk to the bride/groom about qualities you appreciate, how you've seen the groom change in a good way, etc. Take the opportunity to strengthen your bond with the bride by letting
her know how much of a positive difference she has made in your friend. You can also include something about the groom's qualities that you particularly admire that you have seen develop ever since they became a couple. Relate your thoughts about the couple to the groom and yourself To make your speech a success, you need to
relate all your thoughts about the couple to yourself to give it a more personal touch. Enter some ending sentences that summarize your thoughts about the couple. Towards the end of the speech, you can summarize your thoughts about the bride and groom with a couple of sharp sentences that can tie together your speech's
components in a neat way. Give a toast to the couple and the life they are about to spend together Finally, propose a toast to the couple. Congratulate them again for their wedding and wish them the best of luck for their future life as a couple. Best Man Speech Mall #2: Introduce yourself to guests Because many guests may not know
your name, who you are, or how you know the groom, it would be a good idea to start with a brief personal introduction of yourself to the guests. Thank everyone for being there Make it a point to thank all the guests for attending the wedding ceremony and make this day a great success for the bride and groom. Thank the wedding party,
family and friends for being there and help extend a personal thank you to individual members of the family or to the few special friends that you know have helped organize the party. Tell the story of how the bride/groom and groom met. Share some of your first thoughts on meeting The story of how the bride and groom met is always
heard attentively by most of the wedding guests. In fact, it is almost expected of the best man to include history in his speech. You can also go a step further and share what you first thought of the bride or about their meeting. Talk about what you love about the groom and how the groom gives the best out of him You can follow up with a
story about the bride and groom with your own thoughts on why you think they are perfect for each other. You can also include your feelings about the groom on this most special day of his life. State a great love quote, a line of a song, etc. to tie the whole speech together To finish the speech, you can use your own personal favorite love
quote, poem, line of a song, or you can use something that holds meaning to tie the whole speech together. Raise a toast to the bride and groom and finish with your best wishes for them Wishing the couple your best by raising a toast to the bride and groom with a few selected words that convey the warmth of your feelings towards them.
End with a prayer (if you are religious) You can also include a prayer, a hymn, or a religious saying in your speech if you are a believer. Tips for giving best man speech writing Best Man Speech are difficult, to say the least, but it's even more nerve-wracking to give speeches in front of hundreds of guests. If you also feel nervous about
your speech, and are unsure of the best man speech templates described above, have a few selected tips for you that will make it much easier for you: Tip #1: Don't wait until the last minute to write your speech No matter how busy you are with the wedding preparations, make sure you give some priority to your speech and don't leave it
until the last minute. Writing the speech well in advance will give you time to think about everything that you want to say and help you in gathering your thoughts together more effectively. Tip #2: Opening lines are super important-start with a good joke if you can! For any kind of wedding speech, it is extremely important to make sure that
you grab the attention of the audience with your first few lines. Otherwise, no one would even listen to the speech. The best way to grab attention is to start with a joke, if possible or something else that comes naturally to you. Tip #3: Aim for a balance between sentimental and humorous A perfect speech is one that can bring laughter as
well as tears from the audience. An overly sentimental or humorous speech would just make everyone uncomfortable and not appreciated by the groom as well. Tip #4: Practice in front of people If you're not used to giving speeches and feeling nervous about it, you can practice it in front of some friends first. This will help you get some
great tips on how to improve the content as well as the style of presenting speech. Tip #5: Write down an outline of your speech on a note card to use as a reference Many times, in the rush of the moment you forget to say many important things that you had thought you would in the speech. An easy way to avoid it is to write down some
keywords or sentences on a note card that you can refer to during your speech. Tip #6: Don't forget that enunciate your words while you're up there Enunciation is an important part of any kind of public speech and a best man speech is no exception. The verbaquinity helps you make a deeper impact on the gathering even with a short
speech. Tip #7: Don't drink too much before the speech Drinking too much before the speech would probably put speech at risk because you wouldn't be able to deliver it as properly as you could in a sober state. A couple of glasses of wine or champagne before the speech would probably be enough to take the edge off. Tip #8: Skip
inappropriate jokes, please (sex jokes are a big no-no) A wedding reception is no place for inappropriate jokes that will only embarrass the bride and groom as well as the rest of the guests. Keep them away from the speech and keep it elegant. Tip #9: Before writing your speech, jot down some of your favorite memories, jokes and
characteristics of the groom If you are facing an author's block writing speech, just try to recall your favorite memories with the groom and note them down to take inspiration from. Tip #10: Keep your speech five minutes or less We know you'd probably like to say a lot of things in your speech but a perfect is one that is short, sharp and
conveys all your emotions in a few words. Conclusion The speech given by Best Man is one of the most memorable moments of the wedding for the groom and is responsible for further cementing your friendship with him. We hope you are able to nail the speech using our best man speech templates and tips. Tips.
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